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Abstract—Cardiotocography (CTG) is a monitoring technique
used routinely during the pregnancy and labor and including the
analysis of fetal heart rates and movements with uterine
contractions. The fact that CTG signals are interpreted by experts
generally with eye and CTG has high false positive rate results in
intra- and inter-observer conflicts and causes the observers to
frequently notice real pathological cases. Therefore, various
computer-aided methods supporting diagnosis process have been
developed. In this study, a new approach is suggested based on
signal and image processing techniques in order to provide
classification of CTG signals. In particular, morphological,
spectral and statistical properties of CTG signals are obtained with
the way defined conventionally. A spectrum of the signals
containing time-frequency information was transformed into 8-bit
gray-level image and it was enabled to build grey-level cooccurrence matrix (GLCM). In the final step, a combination of
morphological, statistical, spectral and image-based properties
was applied as input to the artificial neural network (ANN). In
order to measure the performance of the proposed method,
accuracy, sensitivity, specificity and quality indexes were used.
The obtained results revealed that image-based features increased
the classification success and they gave the best results when they
were used with the conventional features.

Keywords— Cardiotocography, Fetal Heart Rate, GLCM,
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I.INTRODUCTION
Cardiotocography (CTG) is a widely used monitoring
method since the late 1960s to provide an assessment of the
fetal condition. CTG is formed by recording fetal heart rate
(FHR) and uterine contractions (UC) signals simultaneously
and it is technically obtained externally with the help of a
tocodynamometer and Doppler ultrasonography converter
connected to the mother’s abdominal wall [1]. Accurate
interpretation of the FHR signals is particularly important
because FHR signals carry vital information to facilitate an
assessment of fetal condition. However, examination of FHR
is carried out generally by experts with eyes and thus the
assessment has a subjective quality. As a natural result of this
case, CTG signals are not interpreted consistently and also
the intra-observer and inter-observer differences are seen [2].
Therefore, various computer aided approaches supporting the
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diagnosis process are suggested in the literature in order to
provide a more objective evaluation of FHR.
Support vector machines (SVM), artificial neural
networks (ANN), and fuzzy systems are the main approaches
suggested. In this context, in their study Krupa et al., [3] used
empirical mode decomposition (EMD) for obtaining FHR
properties and they apply these obtained properties to a SVM
classifier. To provide the determination of hypoxic fetuses,
arranged various versions of SVM are used in similar
purposes [4-6]. Meanwhile, ANN on CTG data is employed
for many different purposes such as feature extraction [7],
pattern recognition [8] and classification [9]. In addition, four
main approaches to increase the performance of ANN-based
clinical decision support systems are suggested by Frize et al.
[10]. A pair of prototype based on fuzzy logic clustering was
announced by Jezewski et al. [11]. The study was conducted
on two benchmark databases and the evaluation quality of
fetal situation has been enhanced. Czabanski et al. [12]
proposed a fuzzy analysis system performing retrospective
assessment depending on the birth outcome quality. Finally,
studies comparing the classifier performances on
classification of CTG signals are also found in the literature
[13, 14]. Subasi et al. [14] compared the success of eight
different classifiers on CTG data and they reported that they
obtained the most efficient results with Random Forest (RF).
The essence of this study is based on the normal and
abnormal classification of FHR signals. For this purpose,
morphological, statistical and spectral properties expressed
traditionally and used in many studies before were considered
partially. The innovations that the study suggested include
obtaining of contrast, correlation, energy and homogeneous
properties with the help of gray level co-occurrence matrix
(GLCM) by transforming spectral characteristics of CTG
records into grey scale image format during the feature
extraction as well as classification of them with ANN.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
Before the classification phase, all CTG records were
subject to preprocessing process. After obtaining clear and
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reliable signals, morphological, statistical and spectral
properties were obtained, respectively. Then, by taking Short
Time Fourier Transform (STFT) of each signal, the signals
were shown in time-frequency spectrum. After transforming
the spectrum image into 8-bit gray level image, contract,
correlation, energy and homogeneity features were obtained
depending on GLCM and added into the feature set. Finally,
classification of the signals was made with five-fold cross
validation method and Table 2 shows the performance
criteria obtained according to the experimental study. For
computing environment, Matlab (2016a) was preferred.
A. Data Set
Even though computer-aided CTG analysis has been
performed since the late 1960s, distribution of open access
CTG databases is not very common. Exceptionally,
suggested study was conducted on a database [15] which is
located under Physionet and named as CTU-UHB. CTUUHB database consists of 552 raw records. Each record is
divided into four parts and each part was interpreted by nine
experienced experts. Within the study, 100 CTG records
having enough quality were chosen randomly from the
related database. Only a single part of each record with 30
minutes in length was taken into consideration. As a result, a
dataset was composed of 60 normal and 40 abnormal CTG
records.
B. Preprocessing
Preprocessing is an indispensable step in processing of
almost all biomedical signals [16]. As the nature of CTG, it
contains various artefacts due to many reasons like
millimetric motions of the mother and fetus, from
measurement devices and delivery-related stress. In the
proposed study, following procedures were conducted within
the preprocessing step:


Creation of the matrix named as zero matrix and
holding the start, finish and length values of missing
beats



Interpolation of missing beats into the zero matrix



Softening the signals given with Discrete Wavelet
Decomposition (DWD) [17] and elimination of the
noise problem



Detrending

Fig. 1. (a) Raw NST (b) NST (after pre-processing)

International Federation of Gynecology and Obstetrics
(FIGO) published the most accepted and used guideline [18].
In the proposed study, baseline heart rate, the number of
deceleration and accelerations patterns defined by FIGO for
morphological properties were taken into consideration.
Statistically median, standard deviation, standard error,
maximum, minimum beat value and range, variance, mean
absolute deviation and median absolute deviation values were
calculated. In frequency field, average frequency value and
spectrum band power were taken into consideration [19]
D. GLCM Features
GLCM features are widely used for many different
purposes as a texture descriptor especially in image
processing applications. GLCM can be expressed as a
directional pattern counter [20]. GLCM performs the pattern
counting process with specially defined distance (𝛿) and
angle (𝜃) parameter pair [21].




c takes its value according to the condition of 𝑖𝑓 𝐼(𝑛, 𝑚) =
𝑝 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐼(𝑛, 𝑚 + 𝛿) = 𝑞, 𝑝, 𝑞 are defined as 𝑝, 𝑞 =
0, 1, … . , 𝐿 − 1. L represents the gray toning count. 𝑁 and 𝐾
show the image dimensions. After normalizing GLCM
matrix, contrast, correlation, energy and homogeneous
properties can be calculated respectively according to the
following equations:

Figure 1 shows the image of a FHR record sample before
and after pre-processing.



C. Conventional Features
Morphological, statistical and spectral characteristics of
CTG signals were expressed traditionally in this study since
they are used in many studies. To express in more details,
various institutions publish different guidelines in order to
interpret CTG as clinically consistent. In this context,
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Here, 𝑝(𝑖, 𝑗) shows the (𝑖, 𝑗) gray tone from GLCM. Within
the scope of the study, distance 𝛿 = 1 and angle 𝜃 = 0°
were set and four properties were obtained for each image.
E. Artificial Neural Network
ANN which is a useful statistical tool having a wide usage
area in science and technology applications is commonly
used many different areas such as drug design, image
analysis, diagnostic systems and biochemical analysis [22].
When designing an ANN, network architecture in other
words topological structure of network and learning
algorithm to be used should be absolutely stated. In practice,
ANN is composed of input layer, hidden layer(s) and output
layer. Properties describing the data are represented in input
layer. Hidden layer(s) are used to catch non-linear structure
in data distribution. Output layer produces a value depending
on the network topology and its purpose. Mathematical
model of the output layer is given in Equation (6).

Fig. 2. Distribution of the data in two-dimensional PCA space

TABLE I.
FEATURE SET

𝑁
𝑖

𝑖

𝑎 = 𝜎(∑ 𝑤𝑖𝑗 𝑥𝑗 + 𝑏 )

Features

Morphological

(1) Basal heart rate, (2) the number of
acceleration patterns, (3) the number of
deceleration patterns

Statistical

(4) Median, (5) Standard Deviation (6) Standard
Error, (7) Maximum beat (8) Minimum beat (9)
Maximum and minimum beat range (10) The
mean absolute deviation (11) The median
absolute deviation (12) Variance

Spectral

(13) Average frequency, (14) Spectrum band
power

GLCM

(15) Contrast (16) Correlation, (17) Energy (18)
Homogeneity

(6)

𝑗=1

Here 𝑎𝑖 represents 𝑖 𝑡ℎ layer, output 𝜎 represents activation
function, 𝑁 represents input node number, 𝑤𝑖𝑗 represents
weights, 𝑥𝑗 represents the inputs, and 𝑏 represents the bias
value. The topology showed that the network consisted of 18
nodes input layer, 2 hidden layers having 10 and 5 nodes
respectively and an output layer having 2 nodes. Conjugate
gradient with Powell/Beale restarts (traincgb) training
algorithm is preferred because of its low memory
requirements and fast convergence property. Cross-Entropy
performance function and 5-fold cross validation were used
to obtain more objective network accuracy.

TABLE II.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

III. RESULTS
As a result of extracting conventional and image based
properties, a total of 18 features were obtained. The feature
set was defined in Table 1. The obtained feature set was
reflected on two-dimensional PCA axis by using principal
component analysis (PCA) as shown in Figure 2. Normal
(blue) and pathological samples (red) were marked on this
axis.
Confusion matrix is used primarily to evaluate the
network performance. Since the confusion matrix contains
real and estimated results, it allows to obtain prognostic
criteria for the designed system. In order to measure the
system performance, accuracy (ACC), sensitivity (Se),
specificity (Sp) and quality index (QI) were used. Se and Sp
define the positive and negative effect of the classifier on the
sample, respectively. Another performance measure used for
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Group

Feature Set

ACC

Se

Sp

QI

Conventional

84.0

86.3

81.2

83.8

GLCM

70.0

71.2

67.2

69.2

Conventional + GLCM

87.0

88.7

85.1

86.9

measuring the dual classification quality is QI. QI represents
the geometric mean of Sp and Se. Mathematical form of the
performance criteria are provided between (7) and (10).


𝐴𝐶𝐶 =

𝑇𝑃+𝑇𝑁
𝑇𝑃+𝑇𝑁+𝐹𝑃+𝐹𝑁



𝑆𝑒 =



𝑆𝑝 =



𝑇𝑃
𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑁
𝑇𝑁
𝑇𝑁+𝐹𝑃














𝑄𝐼 = √𝑆𝑝 ∗ 𝑆𝑒
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Between Eq. (7) and (10), true positive (TP) and true
negative (TN) represent the number of positive and negative
samples defined correctly. Number of incorrectly diagnosed
positive and negative samples is expressed with False
positive (FP) and False negative (FN).
During the feature extraction, traditional and image based
features were evaluated separately and together in order to
understand the efficiency of the suggested method. Table 2
shows the experimental results in percentage. When
morphological, statistical, and spectral properties
representing the traditional ones were used, classifier success
was observed in satisfactory levels. On the contrary, when
GLCM based properties were applied by themselves,
expected results were not satisfactory. However, when
conventional and image-based properties were applied
together, the best results were achieved.
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